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1. OTHER ACTIONS PROTECTING REPUTATION 
a. Injurious Falsehood 

• Defamation + injurious falsehood can be concurrently pleaded: 
 Injurious falsehood Defamation 
What does it 
protect? 

Economic interest/goodwill in 
goods/services 

Reputation 

What does it 
involve? 

False statement about P’s goods/services False statement + disparages P’s reputation 

Forensic 
Burden? 

Greater forensic burden on P, as damage 
is not presumed (P must prove damage) 

Forensically easy for P, as presumption that 
material is false + P’s reputation has been 
damaged (if P proves the publication of a matter 
that is defamatory of him) 

Injunction? Easier to obtain an injunction to restrain an 
apprehended injurious falsehood (as this 
tort does not protect freedom of speech) 

Difficult to obtain an interlocutory injunction  
Court generally allows D to say what he wishes 
(freedom of speech), then P sues for damages 
after publication 

• Corporations CANNOT sue for defamation – thus must use alternative causes of actions 
• Elements; Palmer Bruyn v Parsons 

o 1. False statement by D about P’s goods/services 
o 2. Publication of that false statement to a person other than P 
o 3. Malice (improper motive) on the part of D; Orion Pet v RSPCA 

§ The actuating motive must be an improper one – must be the dominant motive 
§ If D knows that the statements are false or is recklessly indifference (makes the 

statement not caring whether it is true/false) 
§ NOT malice: carelessness – If publication made with mere lack of care/honest belief in its 

truth 
o 4. Actual damage as a result of D’s false statement; Mahon v Mach 1 Financial Services 

§ Do not need to plead and prove actual pecuniary losses 
§ Sufficient to point to economic harms likely to result if the matter is published 

Palmer Bruyn v Parsons 
Facts: M engaged a surveyor (P) for new building (seeking council approval). D council member and sent out 
a false statement (detrimental to P) to other councillors in a meeting (was later published in media). M 
terminated k due to the messiness of the situation. 
Held: Cause of action made out BUT FAILS on causation 

• Need causal connection between D’s wrongful conduct + harm suffered by P  
• Causation/Remoteness: 

o Negligence: liable for all loss that is reasonably foreseeable 
o Intentional Tort (including injurious falsehood AND defamation): liable for natural and 

probably consequence arising from the alleged conduct 
• There was no causal connection between the wrong and the damage – M’s cancellation of the K was 

not a natural and probable consequence of D’s circulation to other council members 
Ajinomoto Sweeteners v Asda Stores  
Facts: D promoted its product by stating ‘no hidden nasties, no artificial colours, no Spartan (artificial 
sweetener)’ à P (produced Spartan), sued for injurious falsehood 

• What do those words mean? 
o Words were directed towards goods, as P manufactured Spartan 
o Words implied that P’s goods were either (1) harmful, or (2) potentially harmful, or (3) 

something to be avoided (different imputations/meanings) 
Issue: Does single meaning rule apply in injurious falsehood (as in defamation)? No 
Held: NO 

• Single Meaning Rule: Defamation law proceeds on the basis that there in only ONE true meaning of 
the words. 

o Words used, even though they may be understood in different ways by different people, are 
only capable of bearing a single meaning  

o Liability is imposed on that basis  
• The single meaning rule is an artificial aspect of defamation law – NO reason to import the single 

meaning rule into injurious falsehood  
• Liability can be imposed on the basis of multiple reasonably available meanings 
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Menulog v TCN Channel Nine – Injunctions 
Facts: T wanted to broadcast a story which suggested that people ordered from a mid-tier restaurant on M, 
but M sourced the food from a cheaper restaurant and pocketed the difference.  

• T approached M for comment, M said it was an isolated incident. 
• M sought an injunction to prevent the broadcast using injurious falsehood as the COA 

Held: Injunction granted 
TEST; ABC v O’Neill 

• 1. Whether the plaintiff has made out a prima facie case, in the sense that if the evidence remains as 
it is there is a probability that at the trial of the action the plaintiff will be held entitled to relief? 

o A false statement about P’s services 
o Publication to persons other than P (D going hard on promotion) 
o Malice – T was put on notice that it was not systemic à reckless indifference to the truth, 

shows intent to pursue at expense of M 
o Special damage in the sense of actual pecuniary losses (no actual damage needs to be 

proved at the injunction stage, but there is a risk of loss of customers and actual damage 
would be probable) 

• 2. Does the balance of convenience favour the granting of the injunction? (whether the 
inconvenience/injury which the plaintiff would be likely to suffer if an injunction were refused outweighs 
or is outweighed by the injury which the defendant would suffer is an injunction were granted”) 

o Injustice to D à cannot broadcast, impacts freedom of speech, but can investigate further 
o Balance of convenience in favour of P à harm suffered by P is greater than that of D, if the 

story is broadcasted 
• Defamation and Interlocutory Injunctions  

o Concerns about freedom of speech do not occur when considering injurious falsehood 
o Defamation protects freedom of speech, thus has an aversion to prior restraint 
o Why? Using a legal mechanism to restrain every individuals right to speak 

 
b. Misleading or Deceptive Conduct  

• Legislation – i.e. apply s 18 ACL whether state or fed 
o s 28 Fair Trading Act (FTA) – ACL applies as part of the law of NSW 
o s 32 FTA – ACL applies to corporations + persons engaging in misleading/deceptive conduct in 

NSW 
o s 131 Competition and Consumer Act – Application of ACL in relation to corporations 
o s 18 Australian Consumer Law (ACL – A person must not, in trade/commerce, engage in 

conduct that is misleading/deceptive, or is likely to mislead/deceive. 
o ss 232, 236 ACL – Remedies (damages, injunctions) 

Global Sportsman v Mirror Newspapers 
Facts: Cricketer (K) entered agreement with GS to do promotional activities. MN, unaware of this agreement, 
published matter that implicated K in the factionalism and mutiny said to be afflicting Australian cricket 

• G sued for misleading/deceptive conduct, K sued for defamation 
• MN had defence for defamation but no defence for MDC available at the time 

Argument by MN: 
• 1. MN argued that misleading/deceptive conduct under s 18 ACL only applies to non-defamatory 

speech (and should be read down to exclude defamatory speech, which is covered by defamation 
law) 

• 2. Alternatively, MN argued that the defences for defamation should be imported into the interpretation 
and application of ACL (otherwise it would impact freedom of speech and press) 

Held: 
• Defamation and MDC can operate concurrently 
• 1. s 18 ACL cannot be read down to exclude defamatory speech; Versace 

o No express words in s 18 that exclude defamatory speech 
o No necessary implication (looking at the words and what they reasonably mean) that 

‘misleading/deceptive’ excludes defamatory speech (words say nothing about defamatory/non-
defamatory speech, no textual basis to read it down, not absurd and not ambiguous) 

• 2. Must construe Statute as a whole. Defences available to other COA, if there are no defences for 
MDC à drafters must have turned minds to it, decided not to import defences 

o Legislature provided cause of action with intention to protect consumers 
o Purpose = consumer protection (cf defamation = reputation) 

• After Global Sportsman v Mirror Newspapers  
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Section 19 Australian Consumer Law – ‘Information Provider’ Defence 
• (1) This Part does not apply to a publication of matter by an information provider if: 

o (a)  in any case—the information provider made the publication in the course of carrying on a 
business of providing information; or 

o  (b)  if the information provider is the Australian Broadcasting Corporation, the Special 
Broadcasting Service Corporation or the holder of a licence granted under the Broadcasting 
Services Act 1992—the publication was by way of a radio or television broadcast by the 
information provider. 

• (2)  Subsection (1) does not apply to a publication of an advertisement. 
• (3) – (4) Subsection (1) does not apply to publicised goods or services or publicised interest in land. 
• (5)  An information provider is a person who carries on a business of providing information. 

Orion Pet v RSPCA 
Facts: O manufactured electronic dog collars designed to train dogs not to bark. RSPCA campaigned to have 
collars banned in Vic (via radio, website, article) à included allegations which were overstatements 

• O sued RSPCA for defamation + injurious falsehood + MDC conduct 
Held: NOT MDC 

• RSPCA has a commercial aspect, but the conduct in question is not in the course of trade/commerce, 
but for the purpose of political advocacy/education/law reform 

• Trade/commerce – Requires the conduct in question to be in the course of trade/commerce  
Versace v Monte 
Facts: M (private investigator) self-published a book (promoted on his website) à M claimed that he provided 
personal security services to V and that V was a front for laundering mafia money 

• V sued M for defamation + misleading/deceptive conduct 
Held: M is not an information provider for the purpose of s 19 ACL 

• The conduct was in trade/commerce (investigation services) and it was defamatory + 
misleading/deceptive, or likely to mislead/deceive 

• Defence: M was outside the ambit of s 19 
o 1. M is NOT carrying on a business of providing information à his business was providing 

security services; the book was to promote his security services. Self-publication is not 
carrying on the business of publishing à it was his only publication 

o 2. Even if M were a ‘prescribed information provider’, he falls outside the ambit of the defence 
if the misleading/deceptive conduct he engaged in is in connection with supply of goods or 
services (s 19(3)) 

Bond v Barry  
Facts: BO involved in company à BA wrote a freelance investigative piece making several allegations 
against BO à BO sued for misleading/deceptive conduct 

• BO and company argued s 65A did not apply to freelance journalists (only employed journalists) 
Held: s 19 ACL defence applies to freelance journalists 

• B was an information provider, investigating matter of public interest 
• Principle: The defence extends to freelance journalists that were engaging in the ordinary tasks of 

journalists for an information provider 
o Nothing in the text of the Statue drew a distinction between freelance vs. employed journalists 
o Where media are engaged in conventional journalism – no problem relying on s 19 for MDC 

ACCC v Channel Seven Brisbane  
Facts: 2 women formed ‘Widely Wealthy Women’ which aimed to make women rich in 18 months through 
property transactions 

• CSB had an understanding (no k) with WWW to broadcast 6 stories tracked over 18 months 
• ACCC pursued WWW and C for contravening TPA 

Issue:  
• 1. Given that ACCC had established that WWW had engaged in misleading/deceptive conduct, could 

C, by providing WWW with a platform, have engaged in misleading/deceptive conduct itself? Yes 
• 2. Did C have the benefit of defence under s 65A TPA? No 

Held: 
• C had an arrangement with WWW to promote uncritically WWW’s services in return for content à 

falls outside ordinary practices of journalism and was thus not covered by the defence 
• If C entered into critical reporting of WWW then it would have been within the ordinary practices of 

journalism 
• Principle: The defence does not extend to practices by information providers that fall outside the 

ordinary practices of journalism 
o Exception occurs where info provider entered k/understanding/arrangement with a provider of 

goods/services (blends own commercial interests with people they purport to report about) 
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o In the business of accepting sponsorship and not disseminating information 
c. Negligent Misstatement 

• A negligent misstatement is information or advice which is honestly provided but is inaccurate or 
misleading – no need for contractual relationship 

• Elements: 
o 1. Duty of Care: Hedley Byrne & Co v Heller & Partners 

§ The duty will arise whenever a person gives information or advice to another, whether 
that information is actively sought or merely accepted by that other upon a serious 
matter… and the relationship… arising out of the circumstances is such that on the one 
hand the speaker realizes or ought to realize that he is being trusted… to give the 
best of his information or advice as a basis for action on the part of the other party and it 
is reasonable in the circumstances for the other party to seek or accept and in either 
case to act upon that information or advice. 

o 2. Breach – s 5B CLA: D careless/reckless in maintaining the requires standard of care (degree 
of prudence/caution a person who owes a DOC must exercise) 

§ Factors: (Romeo, Wagon Mound) 
• the probability that the harm would occur if care were not taken, - obviousness, 

probability of occurrence  
• the likely seriousness of the harm, - previous incidents? 
• the burden of taking precautions to avoid the risk of harm, - expense, 

inconvenience? 
• the social utility of the activity that creates the risk of harm. – emergency? 
• Knowledge available at the time – not liable for advances in knowledge after acts 
• Voluntary assumption of risk 

o 3. Remoteness – s 5D CLA 
o 4. Damage: Concerned only with pure economic loss (PEL) 

§ PEL: only economic in nature, suffered by P not a consequence of personal injury or 
damage to P’s personal property. 

• Overall the prevailing view is that a cause of action in negligence for pure economic loss or 
psychiatric harm is not available where defamatory statements are made about the plaintiff. 

Spring v Guardian Assurance 
Facts: S was insurance agent who worked for GA as sales rep à S quit, asked GA to provide reference à 
under insurance industry regulation in order to work must have reference à reference was unflattering 

• Impossible for S to be engage by any insurance comp that subscribed to relevant code of conduct 
• Commenced proceedings against GA for breach of contract, negligence and defamation 

o Contract à failed, no contract 
o Defamation à failed, defence of qualified privilege and no malice found 

Held: DOC owed not to inflict pure economic loss on S through preparation of a reference  
• A former employer who provides a reference in respect of a former employee to a prospective new 

employer owes a duty of care to the employee in respect of preparation of the reference. 
• Factors; Perre v Apand 

o Pre-existing relationship, Reasonable reliance – assumption of responsibility, vulnerability of S 
o HOWEVER, indeterminacy of liability – amount, people to whom you owe and length of time  

§ Found not to be an issue – see reasoning below 
• If DOC is not owed – S is left without protection 

o Necessary to extend the law of negligence in this way because the law of defamation does not 
provide an adequate remedy in circumstances where damage is caused to an employee by a 
reference which, due to negligence is, inaccurate. 

o Role of negligence is to fill this gap 
Sattin v Nationwide News à  Rejects reasoning in Spring v Guardian Assurance 
Facts: S was photographed with her arm around someone and published falsely as married in paper 

• S sued in defamation, then sought leave to amend claim to include a claim in negligence – DOC  not 
to inflict psychiatric harm upon her 

Held: NO DOC 
• For policy reasons the law of negligence and the law of defamation should be tightly demarcated. 
• The law of negligence has a limited role to play in the matter of communications. 
• Media DOES NOT owe a duty of care to publish the truth  
• Levine J’s reasoning was founded largely on the argument that public policy as articulated in the 

balance struck by the defences to defamation between protection of reputation and freedom of speech 
‘should logically transcend mere forms of actions’  

• To apply the approach in Spring would clearly frustrate the policy reflected in the law of 
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defamation. 
GS v News Ltd 
Facts: P was witness in Medical Tribunal proceedings against a doctor who was accused of sexually 
molesting her à order made to suppress identity BUT two television stations and a newspaper published 
information, which could have identified her. 

• Info was true à not action in defamation; sued for breach of statutory duty, invasion of privacy and 
negligence 

Held: Can bring claim in negligence  
• This case can be distinguished from Sattin 

o Defamation was primary COA in Sattin and not in GS 
o There was a relationship in GS  
o Sattin is denying relationship b/w two people  
o Sattin complained of false material in publication à GS is complaining about the truth 

• A claim in negligence can be brought where true statements are made about P i.e. if P is 
complaining about something that is true  

• A claim in negligence CANNOT be brought where defamatory statements are made about P i.e. if P 
is complaining about publication of false material  

Wade v State of Victoria 
Facts: W was formed police officer à Vic police provided bad reference based on unresolved allegation of 
corruption and the fact that wife came from crime family à THUS W could not tender for gaming license in 
QLD 
Held: Following Spring v Guardian Assurance à DOC owed 
Sullivan v Moody; Tame v NSW à  Rejects Spring v Guardian Assurance 
Sullivan v Moody 
Facts: Fathers investigated for suspicions of sexual interference with their children à once cleared fathers 
sued investigators 

• Argued investigators had DOC not to inflict psychiatric harm or to cause pure economic loss 
Held: NO 

• The Community Welfare Act 1972 (SA) required the respondents to treat the interests of the children 
as paramount.  

• Their professional or statutory responsibilities involved investigating and reporting upon, allegations 
that the children had suffered, and were under threat of, serious harm.  

• It would be inconsistent with the proper and effective discharge of those responsibilities that 
they should be subjected to a legal duty, breach of which would sound in damages, to take care to 
protect persons who were suspected of being the sources of harm. The duty for which the 
appellants contend cannot be reconciled satisfactorily.”  

• When seeking to establish a novel DOC à there will be no DOC if it is incoherent with existing law 
(CL and equity) 

o Here incoherent with statute AND CL 
o If statements which were sued upon in defamation, the investigators would have a complete 

defence of qualified privilege 
• Negligence does NOT fill the gap where other causes of action at CL or in equity does not 

provide an adequate remedy in circumstances 
Tame v NSW 
Facts: T was in car accident à clerical error which stated that her blood alcohol rating was above the legal 
limit à T argued that State of NSW owed T a DOC not to cause psychiatric harm 
Held: NO DOC 

• The police officer's primary duty is to make a police report for the purpose of giving it to his superiors. 
It is not his duty to take measures to make sure that a person does not suffer mental harm as a result. 

o Even if such a duty exists, there would then be a conflict of duties, and as a general principle 
the main duty will prevail in a conflict. 

• The harm itself was not reasonably foreseeable at all - who would have known that a mistake about 
blood tests in a police report would lead to mental illness?  

Doe v ABC 
Facts: D was victim of marital rape over extended period of time à D’s husband was convicted and her 
identity was supressed (entitled by statute) à ABC broadcast D’s name on radio 

• Sued for breach of statutory duty and negligence, breach of confidence and invasion of privacy 
Held: D won on all four grounds 

• No claim in defamation since what is published is true à similar to GS v News à not bound by 
Sullivan v Moody 

• It is reasonably foreseeable that if D were identified she would suffer psychiatric harm, there was 
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failure to take reasonably care, no indeterminacy of liability and D was vulnerable à DOC owed  
 

2. DEFAMATION: PRELIMINARY ISSUES 
a. Libel and Slander 

• Libel: The act of making a false written statement about someone (print, writing, pictures, signs) 
• Slander: The act of making a false, negative spoken statement about someone 

Section 7 Defamation Act 
Slander is actionable without (proof of) special damage in the same way and to the same extent as libel is 
actionable without (proof of) special damage 

• I.e. Distinction between slander vs. libel is abolished 
• Publication of defamatory matter of any kind is actionable w/o proof of special damage (damage to 

reputation is presumed) 
Section 206 Broadcasting Services Act 
For the purposes of defamation law, the broadcasting of matter is taken to be publication of the matter in a 
permanent form (as being a libel, damage to reputation is presumed) 
 

b. Criminal Defamation 
• In Australia, every jurisdiction still has a criminal defamation provision à however, very rarely 

prosecuted, essentially a dead matter 
Section 529 Crimes Act (NSW) 

• (3) Offence of criminal defamation: A person who, w/o lawful excuse, publishes matter defamatory of 
another living person (victim): 

o (a) knowing the matter to be false, and 
o (b) with intent to cause serious harm to the victim/any other person, or being reckless as to 

whether such harm is caused, 
is guilty of an offence 

• (4) A defendant in proceedings for an offence under this section has a lawful excuse for the 
publication of defamatory matter about the victim if, and only if, the defendant would, having regard 
only to the circumstances happening before/at the time of the publication, have had a defence for the 
publication if the victim had brought civil proceedings for defamation against the defendant 

• (7) Requirement of DPP’s written consent to bring proceedings for criminal defamation 
o DPP reluctant to provide consent, THUS people are rarely prosecuted for criminal defamation 

 
c. Standing – Who can sue? 

• Natural Living persons: All natural living persons have standing to sue for defamation; s 10 DA 
• Dead Persons: 

o CL: At death, whether you are a P/D, the cause of action dies with you 
o Statute; s 10 DA 

§ A person (including a personal representative of a deceased person) cannot 
assert/continue/enforce a cause of action for defamation in relation to: 

• (a) publication of defamatory matter about a deceased person (whether published 
before/after his death), or 

• (b) publication of defamatory matter by a person who has died since publishing 
the matter 

o Note an exception in Tasmania (forum shopping is then a possibility). 
• NO public figures doctrine in AUS 
• Partnerships 

Todd v Swan TV 
Facts: Mr T, Mrs T operated a partnership business à T’s friend left husband and lived with T and then was 
killed by her husband à S mistakenly identified the killer as Mr T and the victim as Mrs T 

• The partnership suffered significant loss of business (believing Mrs T was dead and Mr T was in 
hospital after a suicide attempt) 

• Mr T à Imputation that P is a murderer, it is defamatory, T is identified and it is published à succeed 
• Mrs T à  Imputation is that P is dead/(was killed by her husband), it is NOT defamatory (An ordinary 

reasonable reader would not think less of her because she is dead/(was killed by her husband) 
Held: Partnership had no standing 

• Principle: A partnership has a reputation separate and distinct from person and professional 
reputations of the constituent partners AND a partnership has the protection of defamation law. 

o A partnership ONLY has a trade/commerce reputation à  statements must adversely affect 
its commercial reputation 

o The defamatory statement/imputations made against the partnership must reflect upon the 


